Monte Carlo simulation for background study of the Wudalianchi volcano
with cosmic ray muons
Motivation：
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 Wudalianchi Volcano is located in the
Heilongjiang Province, North China.
 The last eruption is about 300 years
ago. It is the youngest volcano in China.
3
The volcano density is about 1.7 g/cm

Energy Spectrum(Fig.6):
 The numbers of e and p are the same with or without volcano.
 The number of muons is different with or without volcano.
 Both e and p contribute to low energy range (1-2GeV).

Ratio Correction (Fig.7):
 For each angular bin the ratio of e/p/μ with or without
volcano is estimated.
 The correction factor is defined as 𝑅𝑓 =

Fig.1 Wudalianchi Volcano

 2019.9.23-11.10: Muon radiography of
Wudalianchi volcano.
 Geological survey by drone.
 Muon telescope: 3-layer plastic
scintillators (Fig.2).
 Detector orientation: Elevation angle
20°; northwest 10°; northeast 30°
towards volcano.
 Open-sky 8 days; With volcano 25 days.
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N is number of particles; ‘w’ with volcano; ‘wo’ without volcano,
𝑅𝜇 is muon number ratio.
 The results are more reliable after correction (Fig.7).

Fig.7 Left: Muon Flux ratio between the volcano case and open-sky case; Middle: The flux
ratio of muons mixed with electrons and protons between the volcano and open-sky case;
Right: Density correction map of the volcano.

Fig.6 Above: Detector in simulation;
Middle: Particles energy spectrums
of the open-sky case; Below:
Particles energy spectrums ratio of
the volcano case.

 Important to remove the backgrounds of these low energy particles in future experiments.

Backgrounds Subtraction：
Fig.2 Left: Experimental detector;
Right: geological survey by.
drone.
Fig.3 Expected
muon flux ratio
between the
volcano
orientation case
and open-sky case.
Fig.4 Experimental
muon flux ratio
between the
volcano case and
open-sky case in
elevation and
azimuth angles.

Data results:
 Shape of the volcano well produced
 Muon flux ratio is higher than expected
(Fig.3, Fig.4).
 Based on other experiences and studies,
the difference might come from the e
and p backgrounds.
This poster work:
 We did detailed Monte Carlo simulation
to give the energy spectrum, ratio of
e/p/μ, and perform backgrounds
subtraction based on ToF and absorbers.

Energy spectrum and ratio
of e/p/μ:
1- e/p/μ generation: CRY software.
2- Detector and Mountain Simulation:
Geant4 software with the same
previous experiments setup
3- Zenith:(65o,85o); azimuth: (-45o,45o).

For future experiments, background subtractions have been studied:
 With ToF method to identify particles  remove most of protons.
 By adding absorbers  remove most of electrons and keep most of the muons.

Fig.8 Models of detectors that distinguish and eliminate background particles at distances of 1, 2, and 4 meters. There is an
iron absorber in front of the setup. Placing four intermediary detectors (with absorption value of 4 mm Al for each).

 The difference of ToF is in ps.
 Thus MRPC fast time detectors (with 100ps time resolution ) will be used as ToF setup.
Fig.9 The Time-of-Flight distribution of
high energy muons, low energy muons,
electrons and protons when the
detector is two meters apart.

For low energy particles, the absorber + angle deviation are used.
 Absorber: An iron layer of 2 cm thickness
Y2−Y1
Z2−Z1
 Angle: ∆α(zenith) =
,
∆β azimuth =
X2−X1

X2−X1

X1, X2, Y1, Y2, Z1, Z2 are coordinates of particles

Based on the coordinates of particles hits recorded by the detectors, we can get the ∆α and ∆β. So we can
distinguish high energy particles from low energy particles by based on Multiple Scattering techniques.
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Tab.1 The background noise is eliminated by the above method when the detectors are 1 m, 2 m and 4 m apart. The values of the last line is the
ratio of the final number of particles left to the initial number.

 Subtract 99.7% of the electrons and 100% protons
 Keep 8.6% of high-energy μ and 6.2% of low-energy μ
 These kind of setup will be used for the next volcano experiment

Future Directions：
Realistic detector simulation in terms of granularity and efficiency and experimental realization.

